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Introduction
In order to simulate a possible gameplay interaction, we modelled a physical prototype. It
should represent the experience of our core idea, namely the night mission, where one
player sneaks into a house as Slender Man to kidnap one child and the other controls
multiple guards and tries to stop him.

We decided to draw a top-down abstract map of the level, which includes the ground floor
of the house and some surroundings outside. The walls, obstacles like furniture and plants,
windows and doors are represented with distinct symbols or colors and the ultimate goal -
the child’s bedroom - is marked as well. The players move on the map like in a board game.

Challenges and Solutions of the Prototype

Multiplayer
Since we have a real time multiplayer game, both players move simultaneously. This has to
be synchronized perfectly, such that the players move at a fixed speed and have consistent
ability cooldowns. As it is nearly impossible to achieve in a physical scenario, we introduced
a turn-based system and put the map into a grid layout. Both players move in a fixed order,
at a fixed distance and have fixed cooldowns on their abilities.

Roles
We need a person to play as Slender Man and Security. Additionally a neutral player, the
game master, has to control the game flow and simulate the AI movement for the guards.

Stealth
In our game both players should not see each other all the time, but only when a player
enters the vision range of the other. To achieve that, each player plays on his own board
and the game master regulates when they should get some information on their opponent.
In between the players we have an obstacle that prevents them from looking at their
opponents playfield (see Figure 9).
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Figure 9: Wall between players

Fog of war
While the security player should be able to see the whole map, the Slender Man player
should not know the architecture of the house or the room contents before entering and
exploring it. We had the idea for the game master to also regulate the vision cone of
Slender Man by putting blank paper above the areas outside of his vision. However this was
very complicated and we decided to play with an open map.

Map Awareness and Camping
The Slender Man player has more map awareness in the prototype than we planned in the
actual game, because we removed the fog of war restriction. This ultimately leads to him
knowing the exact location of the child’s bedroom without needing to search through the
house first. To counter it, we marked multiple rooms as possible bedrooms that have to be
checked. The Security player knows the correct bedroom from the start.
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Since the guards only have one objective, namely not letting Slender Man get to the child,
the Security player will most likely camp by the bed. This is not fun, so we forbid him to
enter the bedroom as long as Slender Man is not inside. Now the Security will try to guard
every entrance of the bedroom, which can be countered with careful level design by letting
the room have multiple doors or windows.

Gameplay

Game Setup
Each player has his own drawn abstract map of the level with a grid and can only see his
map. The players are represented with pen caps with black for Slender Man and
blue-purple tones for the security guards. Placeable items were simulated as colored
squares that could be placed and removed from the grid. A possible scenario is shown in
Figure 10 and 11.

The game starts by initially spawning the Slender Man and guards, with Slender Man
spawning first, such that the guards can’t see him within the first turn. We tried two
different methods by letting the Slender Man player choose his starting position on the
level border, or choosing between two fixed spawn zones. Afterwards the guards are
placed randomly, but far away from Slender Man. Since we don’t simulate the daytime
where the amount of guards is decided, we always use three guards.

Figure 10: Game prototype setup
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Figure 11: Players’ vision

Game Loop
We have a turn-based system, with Slender Man moving first. During his turn, he can move
one tile, or two tiles on big maps to speed the game up, and use one ability or item in no
particular order. After he has moved, the game master will check whether he should gain
any information on the Security player, like the position of the guards or placed items. If he
is spotted by a guard, then the Security player is also notified. If he entered a possible
bedroom, he will also be informed if the child is there or not.

The Security player’s turn follows afterwards. He can select one of the three guards that he
wishes to perform his turn with. Similar to Slender Man, the player controlled guard can
also move the same distance and use one item or ability in no particular order. After the
guard has moved, the game master checks if he can gain additional information on Slender
Man. Then the game master moves the other two guards randomly and does the same
check again.

If the game was not finished, by either Slender Man escaping or dying, then the next turn
commences. A flow chart is shown in Figure 14..

A possible scenario for the vision regulation is shown in Figure 12 and 13, where Slender
Man used his invisibility ability (based on the scene in Figure 11).
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Figure 12: Security guards’ vision Figure 13: Slender Man’s vision

Figure 14: Flow chart of the prototype
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Slender Man
The Slender Man had his main abilities available to him, as well as some items to counter
the guard’s equipement. He has 5 health points.

Abilities:

- Invisibility to human eye, duration 3 turns, cooldown 5 turns. Can still be hurt if shot.
- Fear/stun one guard in sight, duration 3 turns, cooldown 5 turns
- Tentacle Strike to break windows and make noise at a 2 tiles distance
- Turn child into a teddy bear
- Pick the child up, takes a whole turn

Items:

- Lockpick to open a locked door and remove the lock
- Screwdriver to destroy traps and cameras

Security Guards
The main abilities are already implemented by our prototype design. He can see the whole
map, knows where Slender Man is if he was spotted by a guard and can decide which guard
to control at the start of his turn. So his abilities are limited to his equipement.

Items:

- Put a lock on a door (red square)
- Put a placeable camera that can see invisible Slender Man within a 2 tiles radius

(pink square)
- Put a trap that stuns Slender Man for one turn (purple square)
- Pick up a placed item
- Fire main weapon, deals 1 damage. To prevent inescapable chases, the guard

cannot shoot and move in the same turn. Firing in a specific direction is possible.

The items can be placed within a 2 tiles radius of the guard.

Experience
Playing the prototype was overall a very fun experience and helped us learn more about
our game, even though some moments in the prototype gave both players unintended
advantages. For example, since we were sitting at one table and telling the game master
what we were going to do, the other player obviously heard it as well.

We played two games, the first lasted 35 turns and resulted in a draw and the second
lasted 55 turns and resulted in Slender Man winning. In the first game, the map was small
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and three guards posed a serious challenge. Slender Man used his abilities mostly
defensively, like turning invisible after being spotted, which still gave the Security a chance
to fire in his direction and possibly hit him. In the end he was surrounded and could not
escape anymore.

In the second game we played on a comparatively large map so the guards were more
distributed and Slender Man was more likely to run into just one. Here, he used his abilities
offensively, like turning invisible before entering a new room, which gave the Security less
information. The combination of invisibility+fear allowed him to basically render one single
guard useless for 6 out of 8 turns. This was intentional in our game design, since the guards
have a numbers advantage and Slender Man should be able to outplay one of them. But on
a large map with just three guards it felt too strong and we would need to balance these
abilities more.

Figure 15: Turns with and without contact in the second game.

For the second game we tracked, for how many turns the players came in contact with each
other and displayed the result in Figure 15. Most of the turns without contact happened in
the beginning when Slender Man was exploring the house and checking the fake
bedrooms. The middle and end game were action-packed and incorporated the stealth
aspect for Slender Man and the hunting aspect for the Security very well.

We recorded the second game and picked out some parts that best illustrate the game. The
video is linked under https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gg3AYfX2SXo.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gg3AYfX2SXo
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Observations and Solutions

Guards
If guards spotted Slender Man and he turned invisible, the player could use them to shoot
around his position every turn and often hit him. This was too powerful, so we should
either limit the total amount of ammunition or make the guards reload after shooting.

A quality of life improvement would be to give more freedom on placing items. At first we
had a loadout for each guard, consisting of one lock, one camera and one trap, but we
changed it after the first playthrough, because it felt very restricting in the placement of the
traps. In the second game, all guards carried unlimited items, but only three of each could
be present on the map.

In the first game, Slender Man was able to disarm the traps very quickly or move past
them, so they were mostly useless. For the second game, the traps were invisible to him
and forced him to be more careful.

Slender Man
The cooldowns and durations of his abilities need some balancing. The stun was very
powerful and frustrating to play against, and the invisibility gave a very big advantage while
having a small cooldown. The shapeshift ability was technically available in the prototype
and allowed Slender Man to turn small and hide in some wardrobes, however it was never
used and was underwhelming.

In the prototype the games felt a bit slow, because Slender Man was lacking mobility. We
had a concept of shortcuts, like ventilation shafts, that are only available for Slender Man
after he turned small, but we haven’t implemented them on the maps. If available, Slender
Man could cross some walls through these and save many turns of going around the wall.

Primary and Secondary Objective
As the only objective on the map for both players was the child, most action was happening
around his bedroom. We already gave Slender Man a reason to look through the whole
house to find the correct bedroom, which gave the guards enough time to prepare traps,
locks and cameras. However to counter boring camping, we thought about introducing
other objectives, like multiple children to protect or kidnap on bigger maps.

Another solution to motivate both players to use the whole level would be secondary
objectives, like valuable items. If Slender Man steals them, he can sell them during the day
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and acquire money. The Security will be punished for letting theft happen in the house and
lose money from their salary.

Symmetric Knowledge
In the prototype the security guard had total map awareness and knew where the child’s
bedroom was. Slender Man had less map awareness and was forced to explore the house.
As mentioned before, this resulted in the guards camping around the bedroom all the time,
waiting for Slender Man to show up. So, the question arises whether it is better to let both
players know (or not know)  the inner structure of the house. Therefore both have to go
around the house, looking for the child’s bedroom and each other, or both already know
the destination and can plan/ guess how the other player will proceed.


